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DESTINATION GUIDE: MYKONOS, GREECE
One of the most recognizable vacation destinations on the planet

With the brilliance of sea and sky as a backdrop, the beaches, sights and fun-loving ambience of Mykonos attract visitors from
across the globe. Depending on the season, Mykonos can be buzzing with activity, or at other times, peaceful. Whatever the
season, it's an ideal place to explore, appreciate the local history, have long lazy lunches by the beach, and enjoy exciting
night life by the main harbor at night. Luxury vacation rentals and comfortable beach villas abound. Stay in Mykonos Town,
also known as Chora, on the eastern coast, or head across the island’s western coast where the most popular beaches lie.
What WIMCO Can Do For You
From our headquarters in the US, we are in constant communication with our team members and associates in Mykonos,
ensuring that we have the kind of local knowledge, insights and contacts required to create a memorable vacation for you.
Once you book a villa with us, WIMCO’s Concierge Services team jumps into action - booking your flights, setting-up airport
arrivals service and rental cars, pre-stocking your villa with groceries or arranging private chef service, making restaurant
reservations, recommending local sights and activities and so much more. You are in good hands.
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About the Villas
It doesn't take long to get into a groove in Mykonos, and relaxation and excitement exist in equal measure. Mykonos is also
uniquely welcoming to the LGBTQ community. Beach house rentals can easily accommodate large groups or families, and
there are dozens of smaller villas that are ideal for romantic getaways.

WIMCO Villas maintains a roster of vacation rentals and villas for rent in all categories. Our vacation consultants will help
you tailor a vacation to meet your individual needs and preferences, whether it's your first trip to the island or you return to
Mykonos regularly. We are certain that you'll find it charming; but we can also help you plan for visits to other Greek islands.
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What Services are Included?
Ask yourself: What does my ideal day look like? Share your dreams with WIMCO’s seasoned concierge team who will then
take care of the details. From scheduling to coordinating flights and other travel needs to stocking your rental vacation villa
with food and beverages of your choice, to making dinner reservations are the hottest restaurant in Mykonos Town, the goal
is not only seamless planning and execution, but a personalized vacation that satisfies every dream you've held of what a
vacation experience should be. Did we mention, WIMCO’s concierge services are complimentary when you book your villa
with us? Our concierge service is dedicated to making all the arrangements. Contact us and let’s start planning.
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Where is Mykonos and Why Visit?
Also known as the "island of winds," Mykonos is characterized by whitewashed buildings with colorful doors and trim, stunningly beautiful flowers, cobblestone paths, friendly people, and an exuberance for life that is inescapable.
The windmills are the iconic symbols of this distinctive island. Constructed by 16th-Century Venetians to mill flour, they remained
in use until early in the 20th Century. Today, some have been repurposed as homes or for other purposes, including museums.
It's a distinctive destination in the southern Aegean Sea, one of the primary ports of Mediterranean and Greek island cruises,
and a great destination for history buffs and lovers of sea, sun and sand. It's a perfect choice for a week-long stay in a private
villa or beach house rental.
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When is the Best Time to Visit?
The Greek islands, situated in the southern Aegean at the eastern end of the Mediterranean, enjoy approximately 300 days
of sunshine each year, rain is possible from September through May. Winters are generally mild, but temperatures may dip
into the 50s, and the water is often considered too chilly for swimming. Many people prefer September and October, when
crowds tend to thin, and the water is still warm.
Spring is also popular. June, July and August attract the summer crowds, and that is exactly why many people choose to visit
at that time. If relaxation is your primary goal, try the spring or fall seasons. Here’s our list of some things to do:

VISIT DeLOS
With a minimum of half a day to spare, you can visit the World Heritage Site
known as the birthplace of Apollo and Artemis. even if Greek mythology isn't
your thing, you'll be transported to a mesmerizing ancient center of Athenian
civilization. There's an excellent museum there.

TOUr PAnAGIA PArAPOrTIAnI
Mykonos is said to be home to 365 churches, and they are dotted all across
the island. This one is famous for its decorations that date to the Middle Ages.
It's actually a complex of five churches, and its simple whitewashed exterior is
silhouetted against spectacular views of the sea beyond.

See THe WInDMILLS
You've seen the pictures, but you'll gain a new perspective when you stand next
to one of the five centuries-old windmills of Kato Myli that overlook Little Venice.
While you're there, plan to visit the Mykonos Agricultural Museum.

TAKe A WIne TOUr
Sample a variety of fine wines while touring Greek wineries. There are a variety
of excursions to choose from, while some focus on including meals like lunch or
dinner, while others are more focused on the product itself.
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The Village of Little Venice
A neighborhood of Mykonos Town, this might become your favorite hangout on the island. It's filled with tavernas (bars), cafes,
shops, nightclubs, interesting homes and public spaces. It's also filled with people most hours of the day and night. Plan to
spend at least one night there.
Many of the early ship's captains built distinguished houses directly on the sea, with wooden balconies overlooking the water.
Today, "Little Venice", at the southwest end of the port, has seen some of its old houses turn into stylish bars, which are quite
romantic. enjoy cruising through the streets of Little Venice that are lined with a plethora of restaurants and shops. Pick up souvenirs for loved ones, or experience authentic Greek cuisine while watching the sun go down.
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Mykonos Town Dining
Here are a few of our favorites restaurants, from casual beachside to white tablecloths and candlelight:

InTernI
Impressive wide-open garden space with all white decor.
Good service, 'nouvelle cuisine' and cool music bar.

SPILIA
Built into a cove of Agia Anna, next to Kalafati beach, Spilia is one of the more elegant restaurants on island. The restaurant
is multi-level, giving each seating area an intimacy occasionally lacking in Mykonos, and the soft blue water is truly at your
feet (half our table took a dip between courses). Their lobster pasta is one of the signature dishes, and a waiter caught and
opened sea urchins in plain site, ensuring total freshness.

AVrA
renowned Greek taverna, has charming garden seating away
from the passing crowds. Delicious variety of Greek and international dishes from Souvlaki to French Steak au Poivre, with
good wine list. efficient service by owner nikos and his team.
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nAUTILUS
Small, pretty, charming restaurant. Fresh white-cream decor and delicious Greek specialities, including home-made style dishes
and fresh fish. Friendly service from Irini and Vassilis.

KOUrSArOS
One of the most established and authentic Greek food tavernas. Popular with visitors and locals, nikos is an Island "institution."
Terrace service with food so good that it's a packed house nightly. Lively ambience with fast friendly service, nikos recommends
the catch of the day or house specials.
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Beach Clubs and Dance Bars
embrace decadent living and make the most of Mykonos’ hedonistic beach clubs and bars.

SCOrPIOS, PArAGA
Be it a chilled gathering of friends or a day of contemplative, creative solitude, Scorpios is a sublime retreat.
A few dozen wooden cabanas and sunbeds, elegant in
their simplicity, blend discreetly with their natural surroundings. Privacy reigns supreme until the Sunset rituals
begin around 6:30pm each day, igniting the nocturnal
energies of Scorpios Beach.

SAnTAnnA, PArAGA
SantAnna offers unpretentious luxury and sophisticated entertainment on the magical cycladic island –
affectionately known as the “wild child” – of Mykonos.
Located on Paraga Beach on the south of the island,
protected from the Mykonian winds, SantAnna boasts
a Beach Club, a restaurant with revisited Mediterranean cuisine, a sushi and raw bar and one of the
biggest seawater swimming pools in europe. Boutiques, a wellness center and many different lounge areas, including sisha lounge, are also available for the constant indulgence
of the visitors with a choice of exclusive services upon request.

nAMMOS, PSArOU BeACH
nammos is a celebrity favorite, with the club pulling in international names. The luxurious surroundings give way to decadent living as the sun sets. enjoy sumptuous drinks while
listening to lively DJ sets throughout the afternoon and into the
evening. During the day, relax on the sandy beach with champagne cocktails.
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CAVO PArADISO, PArADISe BeACH
Cavo Paradiso is one of Mykonos’ most famous clubs and comes complete with a swimming pool at its centre. Located on Paradise Beach, this is a destination for those who want to embrace serious partying. The club brings an international selection
of DJs to the space, and competition for entry is fierce. Book a table in advance, and expect to party well into the early hours.

CAPrICe, MYKOnOS TOWn
renowned bar with romance and unparalleled charm.
A must for sunset, serving some of the best cocktails
and great music. Late night is party time.
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The Beaches
AGrArI BeACH
Agrari is a medium-size, sandy, quiet beach at the south of the island. As it has just one tavern and bar, it is a spot of calmness
and relaxation to enjoy a clear blue sea with sparkling water, far from the noise of the other beaches. You can relax and have
a drink brought to you.

PSArOU
A beautiful sandy beach with clear waters, attracting celebrities from around the world. It is a long, thin beach and very
peaceful. There is a café/restaurant and diving center. Parking is available or you can take a bus which leaves you a hundred meters above.
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AGIOS IOAnnIS
This beach is considered to be the most beautiful on the island's southwest coast, with soft sand and crystal blue waters A good
place to get away from it all, and far enough away from town to not be packed. There are sun loungers and a café/bar.

LIA BeACH
Lia is a nice quiet beach with a number of loungers and umbrellas. It is bordered on both sides by rocks and offers a more
subdued, peaceful atmosphere. There is a taverna next to the beach and a parking area.
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Mykonos, Greece

MYKOnOS

MYKOnOS TOWn

Getting There
Many international carriers fly to Mykonos, Greece, and local airlines land at Mykonos Airport from most major european
cities. north American travelers may book flights with Lufthansa, British Airways, Swiss International Airlines, Air France,
Alitalia and others. There are also ferries from mainland Greece to the island, if you combine a trip to Greece with an extended
stay on the island. Greece welcomes American and Canadian visitors with passports valid for at least six months following a
planned trip. Visits of 90 days or less do not require a visa.
WIMCO's Air Department is here to help you plan your flights to and from your destination. We also will make arrangements
for airport transfers and baggage handling, both in your home city and at your european destination. WIMCO can also
arrange private charter air service from any destination to Mykonos.
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